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Therefore, even if he is in Aurous Hill now, he can still receive calls from Tianming.

It just so happened that at this time the plane had landed near the Song Group.

Charlie heard the phone ringing in Hashimoto’s pocket, stretched out his hand and took
a look, and saw the three characters Tianming written on it.

When Japanese people use Chinese characters almost all of their names, they also use
Chinese characters when recording Chinese names.

When Charlie saw that it was Tianming’s call, he immediately said to Hashimoto: “If you
want to survive, be obedient, otherwise I will send you directly to the kennel today,
chopped up and feed the dog. I understand. No?”

Hashimoto nodded and said with a pleading face: “As long as you can spare my life, no
matter what you ask me to do, I will do it honestly…”

Charlie said coldly: “Connect Tianming’s phone, he wants to ask about your recent
development, you tell him everything is fine, and let him know that you are still in
Japan.”

Hashimoto nodded immediately like garlic.

Seeing his appearance, Charlie knew that he had no guts to deceive himself, so he
handed the phone to him, and said coldly: “Take it now!”

Hashimoto didn’t dare to delay first, and immediately pressed the answer button after
receiving the phone.



When the phone was connected, Tianming, who could clearly hear the other end of the
phone, finally breathed a sigh of relief. He said with emotion: “Oh…Mr. Hashimoto, what
are you doing? Why haven’t you answered the phone for so long?”

Hashimoto hurriedly followed Charlie’s instructions, and said, “I’m in a meeting, now I’m
out of the meeting room to answer your call, what can you do?”

Tianming smiled and said, “I, there is nothing wrong with me. I just want to ask you how
things are going on in Japan. Does Warnia have any news? Is the TMPD still searching
for her whereabouts?”

Hashimoto said: “Warnia still has no news, but I think we spent so much effort to murder
Warnia at the time. She is now probably dead, and the TMPD is gradually recovering
police. I think there is a high probability that this matter will be over, so you don’t have to
worry about it.”

When Tianming heard these words, he really felt more at ease, and said with a smile:
“Oh! Mr. Hashimoto is really reliable! As long as Warnia is dead, we really won’t have
any worries!”

After finishing speaking, he said hurriedly: “By the way, Mr. Hashimoto, I will hold a
press conference soon to officially announce that I will take over the chairmanship of
Song Group. Once I officially become chairman , Our cooperation can speed up the
progress!”

Hashimoto said quickly: “That’s really great. I have already greeted our board of
directors. When you formally take over as chairman, we will meet and have a good talk
about follow-up cooperation. The problem.”

Tianming said excitedly: “Good Mr. Hashimoto!”

After all, Tianming said again: “I’m sorry, Mr. Hashimoto, it’s time for the press
conference soon, I won’t tell you for now, let’s wait for the day of signing the contract,
and then thank you in person!”

Hashimoto said, “Mr. Song doesn’t have to be so polite. You can go ahead if you have
anything to do, and wait for the rest to talk about the rest!”



“it is good!”

Here, Tianming hung up the phone, and immediately looked at Honor with excitement,
and said excitedly: “Hashimoto said that the TMPD is about to withdraw the police force.
It seems that he has not found any clues.”

Honor said excitedly: “That’s great! As long as they give up searching, then this matter
will be fixed!”

Tianming laughed, stood up, waved his big hand, and said with great interest: “Go, go
downstairs to develop the conference! As soon as the press conference opens, I will be
the chairman of the Song Group!”
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10:55 in the morning.

Trading in the shares of the Song Group was suddenly suspended.

The suspension of stock trading is the suspension of trading.

From this moment on, the shares of the Song Group are sealed and will neither rise nor
fall until trading is resumed.

To apply for a trading suspension to the China Securities Regulatory Commission, there
must be sufficient and sufficient reasons. The Song Group’s reason for applying for a
trading suspension is that the group has major issues to be announced.

Generally speaking, listed groups will suspend trading of their stocks before an
important event is announced. This is to prevent insider trading and speculation by
well-informed people.

For example, before, a very famous company on the Internet was named Qihoo 360.

When they seek to go public in the country, they will complete the domestic A-share
listing through backdoor.



This is the so-called backdoor listing.

In layman’s terms, some of their conditions do not meet the requirements of the
Securities Regulatory Commission for listing, or the normal listing channel is too long,
they can’t wait, so they can achieve the goal of backdoor listing by purchasing another
listed company.

360 is also a relatively well-known Internet company in China. The main reason why
they choose to go public on the backdoor is to save time. If they go public on their own,
they will have to pay at least one or two years of time cost, and it is likely to miss the
market opportunity.

At the beginning, when 360 decided to go public with a backdoor, all stockholders were
speculating about one thing, that is, which listed company 360 would use to go public.

If you can know the target company of her backdoor in advance, then you can buy the
company’s stock in advance, and you can make a fortune after the 360   backdoor is
successful.

However, this kind of matter is generally top-secret information within the company, and
only the absolute top can know it, and they will never disclose it to the outside world.

Therefore, when Jiangnan Jiajie suddenly announced that the company had a major
business and needed to suspend trading, people knew that 360 was going to be listed
on the market through his shell.

But by this time I knew that it was too late. Trading in Jiangnan Jiajie’s stock had been
suspended and could not be traded, and there was no chance to buy bottoms.

The current situation of the Song Group is the same.

The company is about to transition from a state without a leader to the new chairman.
This is definitely good news for the company, so it must first be suspended and then
announced.

At 10:55, the Song Group announced the hall.

The media reporters invited to the scene are already here.



Shareholders across the country are also watching this conference.

Because since Warnia’s accident until now, the Song Group’s stock price has been
underperforming.

The market is worried that the Song Group has no leader, and the square inch is in
chaos, which led to the continuous decline of the Song Group’s stock.

Now, the Song Group suddenly wants to hold a press conference with great fanfare.
Everyone feels that they must be ready to announce the new chairman.

It was at this time that Charlie came to the door of the release hall alone.

After Honor knew that he was coming, he came to the gate in advance to wait. Although
he had ten thousand dissatisfaction with Charlie, he really did not dare to provoke
Charlie at all in Aurous Hill.
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After all, Master Charlieye, who is known as the true dragon in the world, Honor did not
dare to neglect.

Seeing Charlie coming by himself, Honor hurried forward and said respectfully to him:
“Master, you are here!”

Charlie nodded gently, and said a little apologetically: “Honor, sorry, I tried my best with
Warnia…”

Charlie deliberately only said the three words “trying hard”, but did not say any results.
Honor heard these words, but directly brought these three words to the patient’s family
when the doctor failed to save the patient. if.

Therefore, he immediately made up for what Charlie did not say, and thought to himself:
“It seems that Charlie did not find any whereabouts of Warnia, and now that he has
returned to China, he must have given up to continue searching. As a result, my father
and I were finally relieved…”



Honor’s heart was secretly refreshed, but on the face he deliberately pretended to be
very painful, and said gratefully: “Master, you went to Japan specially for Warnia’s
affairs, and you have done so much effort. The Song family is very grateful…”

“If Warnia is really gone, then I believe her spirit in the sky will be moved by your
sincerity to her…”

Charlie looked at Honor and said very seriously: “Honor, many times there is still a
illusion in my heart, praying that a miracle will happen at a certain moment in the future.
What if a miracle really happens at a certain moment in the future? What if Warnia
suddenly appears in front of us at some point in the future? Isn’t this a happy situation
for everyone?”

When Honor heard Charlie’s words, he felt as uncomfortable as if he had eaten a fly.

He couldn’t help cursing in his heart: “Pray for a miracle? I pray for your mother’s
miracle, me! This miracle had better not happen to his mother! Warnia had better never
show up in front of me, I don’t even bother to see her body, otherwise I have to organize
a funeral for her, not only to waste the people and money, but also to pretend to be sad
in front of everyone!”

However, on his face he said piously: “Master, you are right, I also hope that one day,
the miracle you said will happen…”

After speaking, he hurriedly stated: “Master, after today’s press conference is over, I will
immediately go to Longquan Temple to offer incense and pray for Warnia! Longquan
Temple makes a wish especially effective. I often go there to pray and know the abbot
there. Let him do a prayer for Warnia!”

Charlie smiled slightly and said calmly: “Don’t be so troublesome, you won’t be able to
go to Longquan Temple anymore in your life.”

Honor’s whole person was taken aback, and he asked a little surprised:
“Master…you…what do you mean by this?”

Charlie patted him on the shoulder and said, “It’s nothing, Longquan Temple is violating
you.”



Honor asked in amazement: “Why did I commit a crime with Longquan Temple, Master?
Longquan Temple is indeed very effective…”

Charlie said calmly: “Trust me, you will soon find that Longquan Temple is not working
at all.”

Honor was a little unclear. He thought that Charlie was talking about Feng Shui
metaphysics, and asked a little surprised: “Master, are the monks of Longquan Temple
all deceiving?”

Charlie waved his hand: “It’s not necessarily a lie, maybe it’s just that the way is not
enough.”

Having said that, Charlie said again: “Okay, don’t talk about this, go in quickly, isn’t your
press conference about to begin?”

Honor hurriedly said: “Yes, the press conference will start right away, Master, come in
quickly!”

Under the leadership of Honor, Charlie stepped into the press conference venue. Honor
arranged him in the VIP seat in the first row, and then said apologetically: “Excuse me,
Master, I have to participate in the release. Yes, I won’t be here with you. If you have
any needs, just ask the staff.”

Charlie nodded: “Okay, go ahead.”

Honor said diligently: “Good Master Lei Wade, then I’ll go ahead and please.”

After speaking, he turned around and went to the backstage lounge.

A few minutes later, a female secretary stepped onto the rostrum and said, “Thank you
for the arrival of distinguished guests and friends from the media. Today, our Song
Group has very important things to be released to the public. Please applaud and invite
us. Member of the board of directors!”
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After the female secretary finished speaking, there was thunderous applause from the
audience.

More than a dozen members of the Song Group’s board of directors entered through
the side door one after another.

Charlie didn’t know the people who walked in the front. Until the last two, it was Honor
and his father Tianming.

Although Tianming was the last to enter the venue, the middle position on the rostrum
was always vacant for him.

After he took the stage, he sat directly in the middle position.

As soon as he sat down, he saw Charlie in the first row of VIP seats.

Seeing Charlie, Tianming’s heart was the same as Honor, somewhat nervous.

As the so-called guilty conscience, he also worried that what he did would happen one
day.

He was especially afraid of Charlie, because Charlie had become the biggest hidden
danger in his mind.

If one day, his affairs are revealed, he is not even afraid of the police coming to the door,
but he is afraid that Charlie will come to him to settle the account.

When Charlie’s eyes were facing each other, Tianming was a little pleased and nodded
at him.

Charlie also smiled.

Charlie’s smile dissipated a lot of tension in Tianming’s heart.

He turned on the desktop microphone in front of him and said: “Dear distinguished
guests, shareholders, investors, and friends from the media present, hello everyone!”



“I am Tianming. I was formerly the vice chairman of the Song Group. When Ms. Warnia
suffered an accident in Japan, I was temporarily elected by the board of directors as
acting chairman, temporarily replacing Ms. Warnia to exercise the power of chairman on
the board.”

Speaking of this, Tianming sighed softly: “Hey…Ms. Warnia’s accident caused me and
the entire board of directors to feel very heartbroken. We have also been making
solemn representations to the Japanese side, asking them to investigate as soon as
possible. To clarify the truth of the accident and find out the whereabouts of Miss
Warnia, we also hope that the Japanese side can report back to us a happy result as
soon as possible…”

Tianming paused, his painting style changed, and he said in a serious tone: “However,
for a listed group with a market value of more than 100 billion yuan, we must not be in a
state of no leader for a long time. Before Miss Warnia returns safely, we must To ensure
the normal operation of the Song Group, therefore, our board of directors held a board
meeting this morning…”

When everyone in the audience heard this, they raised their ears and waited
expectantly for his next content.

Because this is the highlight of everyone’s attention.

Tianming cleared his throat at this time and announced very seriously: “After the board
of directors discussed and voted, Ms. Warnia will be temporarily removed from the
position of chairman of the Song Group. At the same time, the board of directors has
passed a real-name vote. I personally have 17 people on the board. In China, 17 votes
were obtained, so from now on, I will formally take over as chairman of the Song
Group!”

Everyone is waiting for this sentence. Although they speculate that the Song Group
should announce the new chairman today, this matter must be told from the Song
Group’s board of directors to be fully evidenced.
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Now that Tianming himself has admitted personally, this matter has been confirmed and
can be directly released as news.



However, at this moment, Charlie suddenly spoke and asked indifferently: “Mr. Song,
Ms. Warnia is just missing now, and the news of her murder has not been confirmed. I
would like to ask you, if Miss Warnia returns safely one day, Will you return the
chairman’s seat to her?”

Tianming originally thought that today is a very, very simple transition of power.

Moreover, he also felt that he had already conquered the entire board of directors, so
the rest was just an announcement. In this case, no one could cause trouble.

But he never dreamed that Charlie would suddenly attack himself at this moment.

Although he was very angry in his heart, he still said very politely and politely: “You can
rest assured that when our board of directors met today for discussion, we have
established a basic principle, although I have now voted by the board of directors to
formally take over as director of the Song Group Long term, but I also have to admit that
Ms. Song is actually a far more suitable chairman candidate than me…”

Speaking of this, Tianming continued to say loudly: “So, I also solemnly announce to
everyone here: Once Miss Warnia returns safely, I will return the position of chairman to
her as soon as possible! After all, she is the most Suitable candidate to be the chairman
of the Song Group!”

Everyone applauded at this moment, feeling that Tianming’s ability to have these words
is enough to prove that this person’s vision, character and heart are very outstanding.

When Tianming triumphantly accepted the applause of the crowd, Charlie said: “Since
Mr. Song said so, then directly return the position of chairman to Ms. Warnia.”

Seeing Charlie’s aggressive appearance, Tianming was very annoyed and cursed
secretly: “Damn, did Charlie take some gunpowder today? Why the fcuk can’t get
through with me? Let me return the position to Warnia now. I can change, but what
about Warnia and others? Isn’t you Charlie very capable? Are you not known as the real
dragon on earth? If you really have this ability, why didn’t you bring Warnia back alive?”

When Tianming thought of this, his heart was full of irritation, but he still said very
seriously: “I have said just now, my personal conscious ability is no match for Miss
Warnia, so I very much hope to be able to work under Miss Warnia. If Ms. Warnia was



able to return to China safely. Tianming voluntarily abdicated to be a virtuous person
and returned to the position of vice chairman of the Song Group.”

Charlie smiled indifferently: “Well, since you have said so yourself, in front of so many
people, don’t break your promise.”

Tianming said coldly with a bit of uncontrollable displeasure: “Don’t worry, I, Tianming,
speak my words and never break my words!”

As soon as the voice fell, the door of the conference venue was pushed open vigorously
by several men in black.

Seeing more than a dozen uniformly dressed men in black split into two teams on the
left and right and lined up to enter the venue, everyone was a little dumbfounded.

Tianming sternly reprimanded: “Who are you? What are you doing here? I tell you, this
is the internal venue of our Song Group. You are legally responsible for breaking in like
this! What about the security? Come here. Drive them all out!”

At this moment, a beautiful woman wearing a small black suit and black high-heeled
shoes stepped in.

As soon as this woman entered the door, everyone at the scene was struck by lightning
and stood there!

I saw the woman walked into the meeting place smartly, her eyes fixed on Tianming,
and she asked loudly, “They are all my people, who is qualified to drive them away??!”

Tianming felt that the sky had fallen for a moment.

Because this woman who is talking is his niece, Warnia!


